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Our Brand “Toro”

TOROmeans Bull in Spanish and it represents strength, focus, and hard

work. Our team works on similar ideology. We put our cumulative

strength in product development and focus on innovation and hardwork

to create theproduct as per the benchmark.



Who we are?

TORO TILES is the name which is synonymous of qualitative products at most

competitive prices. Our customer centric approach made us market leader in

ceramic industry. Clients are ourmost valuable asset.We believe in providing best

to our clients.We are themanufacture where all your needs will get catered under

one umbrella. Creating a good living environment for you at best prices is our

duty .



Our core values
We are wedded with zeal of providing only best to our clients. Best quality products at

affordable prices couple with timely delivery is our USP .We keep no stone unturned to

remain your perfect partner and making your home look better than ever.Keeping your

faith intact in us is our prime responsibility. We assure to implement what we say and

convey. Actions speak better than words. We aim to excel in our field by continuously

improvising and innovating to satisfywhatour clients look for.



Our Mission
Toro's mission is to create awareness of quality living across the world. We not

only focus on providing quality products at affordable prices but also on the dreams our
clients come with. We aspire to give them a living that they fantasize about. We
create designs that they think about.

Our goal is to cross all boundaries and make presence across the globe. Currently
we are working to create a network of Toro's brand partners who will be key holders of this
brand in their respective nations and we will associate with them offering our exclusive
products to be traded in their countries. Understand the trends and taste Toro will offer
customised products to respective markets.



Our Pioneer

Excellent Efforts of TORO’S team make our group best in the industry. Since
beginning quality and services were two things that never got compromised. And we
are proud to say that a buyer for the first time turns into a client forever once they get
accustomed to our excellent services.Toro believe in make relationship with
customers for long term.



Our team

Team TORO comprises of a group of manufacturers and marketing professionals working with the

idea to offer a lively living environment in your personal or commercial space. TORO’S

manufacturing units are equipped with cutting edge modern technology. With an intense experience in

manufacturing, TORO'S team is well equipped to cater your requirements in all possible aspects. we

have strived to adopt techno log ies and standards with the chang ing times.

Be it technology, research, design or quality, services , creativity and ability of our team makes our

designs exclusive and innovative.



Our Product Portfolio

SLAB  TILES

9 MM & 6MM

1) 1200*2400 MM

2) 800*2400 MM

3) 900*1800 MM

4) 800*1600 MM

5) 1200*1200 MM

VITRIFIED TILES

1) 600*600 MM

2) 600*1200 MM

3) 800*800 MM

4) 200*1200 MM

WALL  TILES

1) 300*600 MM

2) 300*300 MM

SANITARY WARE



PHOTOS  OF  MANUFACTURE  UNIT



Our presence worldwide

We have associated partners in China and Dubai and we export our

products to many countries like Dubai, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,

Vietnam, UK, USA, Africa etc. We are spreading our wings at a rapid pace

withgreat consumer feedback.



Email ID: torotiles.exp@gmail.com Web-Site : www.torotiles.com
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